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wonld benefit one pupil might do another decided harm. power- A lie m any form is sho
....
.
....
Many good studies, said to be arranged in progressive any possibility, be hidden. Be
order, are only progressive for a pupil with the proper steady industry, if well directed
previous training. Yon must use discretion; and this is triumph. “Truth is mighty an
the only “ must ” I know of in teaching.
right and fear not.
First. Find out the pupil’s strong point,- and then
How to vanquish them: First,
let everything be brought to bear to strengthen that not try to get a complete one t
For instance : You have a pupil who plays runs well and have plenty of money. Study e
chords poorly. . Waste no time in giving that pupil class teacher to make a successf
chords ; he will some time learn all he needs to know relying upon some future oppor
about chords, but he will never excel in chord playing if you have bo well begun. This b
he studies forever. His hands are probably not fitted cost you, all told* not more tha
for chords, and you are only wasting his time and dollars, in any of our great cities
strength by working in the wrong direction- Ducks profession would coat yon from
Bwim well, therefore let them go into the water; they do dollars. In a former article I gav
not walk well, and therefore are better off in water than of a three months
months’ course,
coarse, and
on land,.
from that.
_
Number Eight.—Have selUrel lance.
I often read
The beginning is the hardest
the qlfetion8 and answers in the music journals with takes the most faith and courage
feelings akin to dismay. They seem to imply a hopeless risk ! Well, it is a great risk, an
state of helplessness on the part of these young teachers. the successful ones are, the only
If you do -not know how to teach, go at once to competent this risk! “Nothing venture,
anthority and learn how. Of course, you at once reply, seems to be a case of “ sink or
“ We have not the money, find cannot do it.” Borrow l$n your side, and on your cho
it, then. You can soon earn it back with ihe increased success and happiness of your l
power it will give you. If you wait to earn it, you will that I did not make theBe laws,
be too old to -profit by it.
.
■
of them, and I beg of you not t
The ignorant man is the one who ignores laws; but, as hearted. If yonr house were on
the laws keep on Jun-Ybeir eternal force, they are con¬ kind man who passed quietly b
tinually defeating, his best efforts, and he wonders why your Blumbers.
he fails; the wonder is that he has any snccess at all. It
An honest contrast of two stud
i$ dangerous jto walk on the railroad track and ignore point at issue. This contrast I h
the approach of the locomotive; the -result is easily
Two young people start out
-foretold.
| and a living. A. B. is afraid to
There are many ways to reach .this knowledge at such i and take all this risk. . He w
a price as you can afford. I have already given you money; he has a small reputat
some of the facts and figures. The Germans have a only second- or third,rate pay; hi
saying, “If you wait for the-grass to grow, the cow may and his only prospects are ha
die.”
muneration.
Number Nine.—Use freedom. and discretion. The
C. D. .takes the other plan. H
main point is to get a good method from .some, reliable at the outset; he enjoys the frui
Lnn

ikn
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June 28th.
Carl Heymasn, the brilliant piano-virtuoso, died at
Frankfort, Germany.
Anton Dvorak has been decorated with the Austrian
Order of the Iron Cross.
—
Carl Rosa’s fortune, left practically to his wife,
amounts to almost $400,000.
A monument to the song-composer, Franz Abt, was
unveiled at Wiesbaden this summer.
The receipts at the performance of Handel’s “Mes¬
siah,” at the Trocadero, Paris, amounted to $9000.
, The violinist Eugene Ysaye has been made a Knight
of the Order of the Italian Cross by the King of Italy.
Mozart’s “Don Jnan” has been
213
n performed
pe;
times in Paris, and Meyerbeer’s “ Les Huj
ngiienots” 821
times.
The tenor Tamagno made bis first appearance as
Otello in Verdi’s Opera, at the Lyceum Theatre, London,
July 6th.
Rubinstein’s latest opera, “ Garaacha,” is to be pro¬
duced at bis approaching birthday festivities in St
Peteraburgh.
Johannes Brahms, has completed his new composi¬
tion : jFeat und Gedankspruche, written for an eightvoiced chorus a capella.
J
Mme. Etelka Gerster appeared twice in opera at
Kroll's Theatre. Berlin. Her first appearance was in
Lucia di Lammermoor.” 1
Eugen d’Albert played. the G major concerto by
Beethoven in Madrid lately. _ It had never beforib,. been
beard in the Spanish capital.
At a recent London Philharmonic concert there were
three soloists: Pachmann, the pianist, Teresina Ina
and Hermine Spiess, a singer. The Emperor of Germany has set aside the sum of
$20,000 annually, to be devoted to a season of Italian
opera at the Berlin Opera House.
A new orchestral and vocal composition, entitled
“Dolores,” by the one-armed pianist, Count Geza
Zichy, was performed at Budapest.
'
Young Otto Hegneb, the pianistic prodigy, will give
fifty concerts in America between next November and
May, 1890. He is to receive $2'»,000.
The Bay rent h Feati va 1 opened brilliantly with “Parsi¬
fal.” The cable reports that Mme. Materna and the
tenor "Van Dyck carried off the honors.

by H- H. Hubs, was rendered by
purely orchestral works were t
Mountains,” Arthur Foote, “
Chadwick, and the festival ove
Banner,” Dudley Buck; Suite
Stncken, Prelude, “(Edipe Ro
“Scene de Carnival,” Arthur Bi

TEACHING AS IT IS AND

Since it is quite impossible in t
one to speak at length upon all
teacher’s work may be improved,
emphasize one point which, as it
fession needs to ponder. Many a
in all other matters, fails in th
usually fails through thoughtlessn
I speak of common honesty, an
that the engagement between teac
a business contract, and as such
filled.
;
The contract requires, on the
payment of a certain fee for the t
teacher during a specified numbe
the decision of the courts that les
taken or not) must be paid for.
On the part of the teacher, the
larity in lesson hours (otherwise
the pupil), punctuality, and the g
item of help_t° the pnpil durin
lesson.’
There is need to emphasize th
in pnpil and teacher, even thoug
lazy, has spoken disparagingly o
able American punctuality.”
Regularity in lessons is also to
of the influence it has on the pup
In these two, and in many o
been and will be mentioned Jin t
make decided advancement upw
sion to the pupil to quote Eme
would lift me you must be on hig
We shall carefully ponder such
ns to-day from experienced teach
danger of forgetting this other im
is not one of our greatest need
practice of common honesty?
make clear my thought.

*fBead.before the M. T. N. A.

True strictness of form is not eno
Mozart sonatas. When pupils come to me ill-prepared.
classical, nor is musical elegance
I often find that Brunner’s 50 Etudes, Op. 23, are of
be combined. According to this
great service. ■
composition by an old master is
Ques.—Please give me the proper pronunciation and however beautiful it may be.
As n
metronome marks of BohOme Polka, Rubinstein, and
to this strict standard we would
March Funebre- of Beethoven. My teacher insists on
pronouncing the first as if spelled Bohem and the last as classical pieces as the fantaisie
Funeb.
movement in Mozart’ & fantaisie an
Ans.—Your teacher is about right.
The latter should Beethoven’s andante favori in F
be pronounced Feu narb. The metronome marks we adopt our definition, of course any
have ruled out of the Question and Answer column, who writes music conforming to
classic writer.
as such information is almost of no general interest.
Among modern writers of stand
Ques.—Will you please tell me, through The Etude.
whose
names you ask, we would m
what to do for a pupil whose hands seem to stiffen .when
attempting to play anything rapidly?
M. W.
Raff (no1 longer living), Jensen,
Ans.—Let her play rapid passages, at first very softly, Huber, and last and best (in th
as the combination of- rapidity and force generally pro¬ Rubinstein, besides others.
If our younger composers will
duce tension in a young player’s hand sufficient to stiffen
it. Train the hand in rapid playing on a few notes at a pieces of the pure, classic school, t
time, as, for example, on successivegrbups of five notes, reverence, for the old masters will b
no other way can one learn so fu
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5, 1 2 3 4 5
thus: (Righthand), FGABC, GABO D, AB C DE, true worth of classical music.
etc., each group played as rapidly as possible; .followed
' If you will^ive me a little inform
by a Blight pause to allow time for entire relaxation of
through Mr, Mathews, on a subjec
^the whole hand. This exercise played up and down the I will feel very grateful.
keyboard several^ times, the above order, of notes and
When I resume my piano instr
figures being unused, in descending, will do much towardr. imy intention to give lessons in clas
which is something I have never d
overcoming the fault you mention. We recommend,
1 have read with interest the arti
also, practicing the scales rather quickly, accenting the Mr. Fillmorjh; and others,"and have
first of every two notes, every three, every four, etc., at sion that wixhprpper. care pupils i
first with each hand alone ; likewise the rapid playing of come proficient.
What I wiould like~to know is:—
almost any exercise, study, or piece , that has been tho¬
1. How shall I start, with these
roughly learned^at. least a year ago, but the minimum of pose I obtain two beginners, and o
mentaleffort shall be required, for we often observe a superior to the other, and I have n
sudden tightening of the. muscles when a-pupil encoun¬ to put with her, what am I to do i
2. Should not the two pupils pla
ters any slight trouble in reading,
at the same time ?
Ques.—An old-fashioned choir singer of fifty years
8. Would it not be good, in cases
*
o
ago would like to inquire of the editors of The Etude to 1ai e tl am lei rn arra ig
why, with the great advance in music, the favorite church 1
4. Suppose one pupil comes to m
tunes for congregational singing still Continue to- be class lessons, and 1 have no other
Boylston, Buckingham, Bethany, etc. Can’t somebody what am I to do?
write something better for the old familiar hymns ?
Vi* or • l! nligh er
« hi h
■ Mrs. 0. B, M. .i you will’greatly c ilige me

tone, such as various gradations of loud and soft, legato,
staccato, many varieties of rhythm, crescendo, diminu¬
endo, etc., as such things need to be studied for intelli¬
gent musicianship. Such methods are coming more into
notice than of old, along with improved editions by able
editors and teachers of the standard classics.
Snch works as Christiani’s “ Principles of Expres¬
sion,” and Mathews' “ Phrasing,” for instance, show
the rudiments of that contrast of tone, color and
development of sensibility of expression, whereby piano
music can be -relieved of the Bameness of tone which
renders it frequently nnendurahle to “intelligent”
people of refined sensibility.
But the one-sidedness, weakness and lack of resource
in using the hand is, and will be the principal impedi¬
ment in the way of such efforts as the study of musical
interpretation, its varied colors and effects of light and
shade may reveal. The present discussion relates to the
means of educating that wonderful machine, the hand.
The .discussion which has occupied the attention of
pianists lately with regard to cutting a tendon or liga¬
ment in order to “ liberate the ring finger ” has proved
to the writer one thing beyond a doubt, that people do
not begin to understand the possibilities of wrists training,
nor of an artistic adjustment of positions of wrist,
''-'' knuckle-joints and fingers, or they would not write or
discuss anything of the kind. It is not necessary to
raise the finger sox high. The hand needs the bracing
which Nature gives to that weak portion, for staccato
playing and other purposes according to my particular
experience, with the finger not raised, but kept steadily
in a position at an angle downward from the hand.
If the fifth finger be held so that the first joint reaches
down from the hand at an angle of forty-five, degrees,
the other two joints being enough curved to cause the
tip of the finger to stand perpendicular to the keys, the
hand will be in each a position that it is comparatively
easy to raise the fourth or “-ring” finger. It were well
to note right here that a great deal of power can be
developed, and better quality of tone therewith by other
means thanjnerely by the distance of lifting the finger,
and the hammer-like blow intended- through this pro¬
cess. If the wrist be made passive and light, then
turned slightly away from the body, at the same time
that the knuckle joints of the second and third fingers are
held moderately low, the player may find the means of
liberating the ring finfcr to a sufficient degree for any
necessary purpose. . This subject is almost too difficult
to explain without practical illustrations, but it. might be
suggested that the weaker side of the hand be pushed
lightly toward the keyboard (that is forward from the
body), with the wrist very loose, in s.uch amanner as to

■ ■■ •:
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upon thumb notes during pra
across the key board in my
scales and arpeggios. I mak
board with careful attention w
and hand light enough to avo
press keys down. The move
can be made with no less tha
joints, viz., fingers, hand, w
ments or energies to lift, as
be made by either fingers,
intelligent control necessary t
ous parts to exert, and how m
tone shading and finished e
veloped.
It is hardly too
average player makes several
way, as a general thing, and
how he does it. The best r
the player takes enough time
the air between each and ever
itself and its relation to other
Most moves made involve t
of other than the parts intend
pathetic movements are the
and misdirected endeavor.
(1) A person with a small h
raises the wrist when trying
(2) When reaching for a dista
if the thumb be on another-ke
the finger and actually throw
contrary direction to that w
snch a case I would suggest c
lightly along in the direction
ing the thumb at the same ti
gest to keep the Bide of the w
enough to Bink and rise a.tri
avoid moving the elbow
The combinations of
rately learned and contro
motions, right and lefl
different angles, give m
e
with legato effeerwhere the
my powers of stretching. I c
tone in different notes of th
musical expression demands
tions. This lecture is merely
habits of teaching and pract
that the keyboard, with the
exercises, will prove ample f
means almo-.t always of hid
ment from the student, and
natnral and usual faults. He
a little time regularly, in orde

New York or Boston there is an audience of three thousand at a concert; what pro¬
portion is this of the educated people of those cities ? On the same rate this would
give a city of fifty thousand an audience of one hundred and fifty people; subtract
from these one hundred and fifty one-third for fashion, one-third for favors, ladies
escorts, etc., from the last third, one half for complimentaries, remainder, twenty-five;
and that is exactly how it is !—if it be not an over-estimate.
But let me mention here one species of occasional concert-goers whom we teachers
can influence more easily than others, I mean the “ Music pupils.” Suppose a per
son had two years’ music lessons from a good conscientious teacher, and played little
pieces by Schumann, Schubert, or a Sonata by Mozart; send such a person to a good
concert to listen to a Beethoven Symphony, or anything of a higher order than the
pieces performed in the lesson, and ask yourselves: could he or she have understood
it? cFrom long and sad experience I must say, emphatically, “No!” And yet two
years’learning on one subject should enable us to understand more than we can
mechanically perform ; should be sufficient to make us appreciative of the best works
in any branch of art to which the study has been devoted.
You see, ladies and gentlemen, that even an average music pupil is in nearly the
same estranged relation to the. higher degrees in our art as.the public in general, and
if we should investigate still other classes related to music—instrument builders, music f
dealers, tuners—we would always find the same old spectacle—the gap—the chasm I
Think of a great, magnificent orchestral concert with a large audience—what a world
in itself stands on the platform ; how strange is the language of the orchestra to the
; very people to whom it is spoken? How few, how very few, among the audience can
place themselves in sympathy with the einotional contents of the music performed?
Am i not correct in characterizing these unnatural relations between the two as such
of a deep and wide chasm ? Is this a natural state of things ? I believe not, for music,
’ like any other art, should exist for the people arid not exclusively for the artist. Nor
have Iyet disclosed the full extent of the chasm ; the main trouble I find is this’. All
poets have, with more or less knowledge on the subje^tT expressed their conception of
music'in'the sweetest and fioweriest language. The talk of V1The elevating and refining
influence of music upon mankind” is upon everybody’s lips; but yrhat does all that
mean ? It means simply nothing! The trouble is that that blqssjf music which the
majority iof people -relish cannot possibly have any refining influence npon them, and
to that class of music that could exercise such an. influence they don’t listen, because
they don’t understand it; that is the: case in a nutshell.
Now, naturally arise the three questions :—
Can this chaism be bridged ?
If so, by whom?
Andhow?*,_; |. ’
We will not overlook the fact that we are not dealing with an acute disease, but with
a chronic evil of long standing; and to find an effective remedy, it will be advisable to

come an obstacle in the way of intelligent hearing ? Of course, I don’t venture to answer c
these questions one way or another, but someting like an affirmative reply seems to c
shout at .me from the fact that Goethe, Lessing and Winkleman never handled a
chisel or a brush, neither did Allison, Burke, Ruskin and innumerable others, pro¬ o

CONCERT PROGRAMMES.

Godard; (6) “ Maiden’s Song
Quartette, Polonaise, A majo

Mrs. R. M. Lancaster, San Bernardino, Cal.
Overture to “ Merry Wives of Windsor,” Nicoli; (a)
Romance, Schumann; (6) “ Birds of the Forest,” Kroeer; JEolian Harp, Wehli; Rondo Gapriccioso, Menelssohn ; Song, M. Appari (Martha), Flotow; La Camanella (“Little Bells”), Egghard; Invitation to the
PaRz, Weber; Pluie de Coral, De Gran; Kammennoi
Ostrow (a lament), Rubinstein. Waltz, La Sultana, De
Kontski; (a) Stud]
~

Whitworth Femal
Vocal Duet, “ I would tha
Hungarian Dance, No. 7 (two
“Loving Forever,” G. Mo
Arditi; Sonata in 6 c. (tw
Song, Serenade (violin oblig
“ Happy Return,” E. Sherwo

(b)--

--

Sweet
Waters,” Hoffman; Last Idea of Von Weber, Cramer*;
(a) Polish Dance, Seharwenka; (6) “ Among the Pines,’ ’
Wyman; Paraphrase de Concert, Rigoletto, Liszt;
Rhapsodie Hongroise, No. 12, Liszt.
.
_
Lawrence University, John Silvester, Musical Directorj-;
Appleton, Wis.
Organ, Sonata D Major, Guilmant: Piano, Polonaise
Heroique,'Rive-King; Piano, F&ntasia, Weber; Vocal,
“ Cherette,” Roeckel; Piano, Caprice-Alceste, Gluck..Saint-Saens; Piano, Galop Cromatiqne, Liszt. Organ,
Overture, “Pique Dame,” Suppe; Piano, Faust Waltz,
Jaell; Piano, Mignon Polonaise, Pease; Choral Ballad,
“The Miller’s Wooing,” Faning; Piano, (a) Novelette,
No. 5, D Major, Schumann; (b) Nocturne, No. 12, G
major, Chopin; Piano, Capriccio Brilliant, O
Mendelssohn (with organ accompaniment).
Normal. iidU, A. L. Manchester, Musical
ector,
Clarion, Pa.
Piano Quartette, Nocturne (“Midsummer Night’s
Dream”), Mendelssohn; Vocal, “Sing, Smile, Slum¬
ber,” Gounod; Piano, (a) Rondo, Op. 122, Hummel;
(i») Seladon (Valse Impromptu), Sternberg; Vocal, II
Ritorno (“ The Return ”), Lncantoni (violin obligato,
Prof. Chatley) ; Piano, Rondo, E flat, Kalkbrenner.;
Vocal.Duet, “Repeat Again,” Badia. Piano Duet,
Radieuse (Valse), Gottschalk; Vocal Trio, “ Rest Thee
on this Mossy Pillow,” Smart; Piano, Theme and Va¬
riations from Beethoven (two pianos), Saint-Saens ;
Piano, (a) Berceuse Eccosaise, Manchester; (6) Valse
Brilliante, Schulhoff; Vocal (a) “ Chanson de Florian,”

sohn. Overture (two piano
Aria, Voi che sapete, .Mo
Dance,” Resch; Piano Solo
Aria, Pre aux Clercs, Hero
6 (two pianos), Brahms; P
Rubinstein; Chorus, “Rose

Pupils of Miss Emma Juliet
March, “ Happy School
D&mm; La Fontaine, Op.
Tours; Polacca, Moelling; G
Fur Elise, Beethoven; “ In
Op'. 25 Merkel; Tarantel
Fantasia, Wely; “ O Wert T
Mendelssohn; (o) Scherzo,
Danza, Op. 51, Northrop; E
Capriccio, B minor, Op. 22,
Day,” Gotze; Rondo, A m
nade, Godard; (a)_“The M
^
(c)
50¥’
T.Villa;
Caracciolo;; Le
He Desire, Op
Marcia, Krentzer.

,

Pupils of Miss L. R. Chu
Rural Sketches, Op. 150,
J. Low; “In Merry Glee,
Melnotte; Spring Song (si
Mendelssohn; Amaranth, O
Canon, Kunz; Study, No.
Op. 100, Kohler; Carniva
Exercises (three notes to tw
tina,! C major, first movemen
the Forest,” P. Goemer; P

parting with their substance by telling stories and cheer¬
ing them up in various ways, I think it not improper for
the organist to do likewise, and do anything in his power
to sweeten the dose. We used to have a steward at Cen¬
tenary, a nervous, sensitive brother who used often to
take me to task for not playing something pretty during
the collection. He insisted that when I played a sweet
piece the collection was several dollars larger than at
other times, and he even went so far as to take me to task
for damaging the box by bad selections. I missed the
opportunity of testing this point in the only rational
manner possible, namely, by accurate statistics continued
over some years. I mention the point here as a curiosity.
2. The best book on Beethoven, probably, is A. W.
Thayer’s “ Life of Beethoven,” published only in Ger¬
man. It contains an elaborate picture of the surround¬
ings of Beethoven in all his field of labor. I have the
idea that it rather lacks picturesque arrangement of
material, as exhaustive biographies are apt to do. The
Russian von Lenz wrote a superficial essay upon “ Beethoven and his Three Styles,’ ’ and there is a vast amount

not available outside the

done, the concerto is rare
.
V,
,
U- T A
than the solos multiplied
T
tr
J T»
av.1T
Joseffy and Rosenthal, I su
“
/ , . ...
■ .
, .
fun, just to illustrate what
1
ai.
a
XV
a
-dea that
that the
the great
great omnis
omnis
idea
,.,
preBS would have its eye o
, .
mi
j ,
objurgation.
objurgation. The
The record
record d
d
J
a
F
ai.
.
a
v.1
a
effect
effect 0f
of the
the piece
piece doubled
doubled
T . ” case, 'what
,
ceas
In
38.
In that
that case, what w
w
tft»
ak i
a
If
H Rosenthal
Rosenthal were
were an
an art
art
great works—readings cha
and power—then it would
himself with a mere trick o
does not show this to be
pianist. In certain very dif
air and variations, his vast
the piece to the hearer wit
or delayed in transit. This
aii oat of Brahms’concept
piays it admirably, and doe

of Beethoven literature. Wagner’s “ Beethoven ” is an great praise, for these ver
interesting essay; full of noble suggestion and deep in- taught the pupil by virtuos
sight. The Gapmanis in Wagner’s rather sonorous but age advanced technic bec
seems to^me
to me more Beethoven’s later sonatas u
clear style-, Mr. Parson’s translation seems,
difficult than the German, a circumstance due to the 8idns of this sort. At pre
cast of the phraseology, which is very tranS^endental, any well-schooled pianist w
something after the style of Mr. W. T. Harris’ transla¬ serious discourse. I think
tion of Hegel’s Logic, which also is more difficult than the slip in-question wag a
Hegel’B by no means limpid German. Schindler has Omnisciehce^s the foible o
given a very good short biography; price retail, only
Please tell me. of a car
$1.50.
before people, through, the
The best.; knowledge of Beethoven iB gained by the oblige, \ j
study of his works." When we take him through all his
Unfortunately there is n
pianoforte sonatas, chamber works and symphonies, we know of. It can be dimini
*uuw
cannot but feel that he was one of the noblest and loftiest entirely cured. Playing i
souls that ever spoke to human kind.
temperament. There are
8. A good tenor should run from C on the second constituted as to have per
Bpace of the bass to B or C two octaves above. Its most to do_anything they happe
effective range.shonld be between middle C and B above, better than anybody else.
G, A and B should be no more difficult to produce than wellrfounded, as in the ca
E or F. I Bpeak now of the upper part ofthe range. . - mistaken, as in the case of

fill the place so generally deemed necessary for exer¬
cises?
2. What is the price to teachers of (a) Kullak’s “Art
of Touch,” of (6) Mason’s “Pianoforte Technics”?
3. Are melodic minor scales taught and played now?
N. B. M.
1. Probably the late Dr. Thayer was thinking of such
exercises as those of Koehler, having little mechanical
_value, and none whatever of a musical kind. Every
teacher uses exercises for training the fingers. Passages
from pieces can often be made to serve the same pur¬
pose, but it depends upon their being selected with
reference to the immediate needs of the pupil, and their
bein£ practiced like exercises, in which case they be¬
come exercises. All that any of us say against exercises
signifies that we prize music as the main thing, and
exercises only as helps toward a more competent mech
anism for producing music. You must take everything
that we say with a grain of salt. When one writes an
ex cathedra opinion, suited to a case in hand, one is not
careful to Bquare it with everything one has ever written,
ptuted to cases exactly the opposite. As St. Paul says
^(was it Paul?), the reader must try the spirits, whether
they be of God. In other words, exercise the great
Protestant, function of private judgment.
2. Kullak’s “Art ofTouch,,T$2.00; Mason’s “Tech¬
nics,” $2.50. These are retail prices.
8. Most teachers teach melodic minor scales, espe¬
cially according to the rules I have given a month ago.
I saw somewhere lately that it was not best to give
pupils definitions—just explain things clearly to. them,
that was all that was needful.
Now I think it is well to give pupils definitions, which
will give them clear ideas and.help them to express
them.
■
■
"
'
I think little folks especially need’ them, not only to
et clear ideas and ability to express them, but also to
ecome familiar with musical phraseology from the start.
First impressions are always more lasting.
The following are samples of the definitions I give to
my beginners;—
“The staffls a character used to represent the pitch
of tones.” .
,--rV.
“A note is a character used to represent a tone.”

f

then, if possible, the words ne
No words exactly fit musical
could put the best sonata of
such a way that, upon repeatin
would have the same soul exp
the sonata. This is impossib
with definitions. Take, for e
effect is cognizable without clo
at all like the definition of a
necting two notes, of the sam
second is the continuation of th
a definition as I can make, bu
tie. It defines the mark, but n
Your definitions might be s
my hand :—
?

Sound: Anything audible.
Tone: A sound having defin
Note: A character denotin
note signifies a musical uttera
any other kind of utterance.
piece, there would be exactly
ances as there are notes.)
Staff: Lines and spaces for
tones.
ClefAt key to the staff, sho
are-represented by it.
Signature: Sharps or flats p
the staff, adjusting it to the pi
Key c^Arfamily of tones be
one chjef tone, called the key
Scale: Tones of the key ;in
to pitch
MeasurejjRhy thmic groupi
Bar: A mark across the sta
the strong pdlsation ; i. «., the
on the note following.
These are examples. All o
the sense that they take cogn
ments only of the tonal entiti
they, are practically exact. E
becomes the head of a chapte

S

i*b.

S{ccresc

S BHi

Play the arpeggioed chord at A richly* with clearness of m
caiinot be held to their full value; the Pedal must therefore be ca
mix the Harmonies. The judicious use of the Pedal frees hand an
liberal, effective fingering.
The part, berinning at B, sbunds well, also, without Pedal,
it may he mofi&jgiaMily touched, where the fingers cannot reach to
OuLDllBCK'B Mtn»l(!AI. ART.—(92)

—Copyrig

Hold well the chord in the left, at F, that it may be distinctly heard (without' Pedal)
of the first air, at G, very calm‘softly and in faultlessly measured Tempo.—Seek a broader
softer tints, preserving a certain richness of tone and harmony. Terminate in perfect rep
OOLDUEUK'8 MUSICAL ABT.—(94)

A close study of the Angering indicated in this piece, will give
and treat different staccato progressions ; also what exceptions may
at A and B^should be made perfectly distinct.
Gosjbbsck's Musical Aht.—(185 )

Copyright by Ro

N. B.—Line

between two numbers signifies choice of fingeri

General Conditions to Good Playing.—(See Editorial Pag
W. B.—The principal instructions concerning the performance
phrasing, dynamic%signs (prescribing different degrees of force), Temp
A. Pass 3d finger over 4th (while holding dotted half note Jc) w
should be held to their full value and well joined to each other, in conti
B. When notes are repeated, slowly enough to be executed wit
generally taken as upon
flat.
i
C. -In difficult stretches, as between 2d and 3d fingers in the rig
be employed instead of the reaching finger-legato.
D. Execute trill as suggested in brackets, if a more rapid shake
E. 2 4 3, a change-fingering, useful in many cases.
F. A new part begins here. Brighten and freshen general ton
.Uouoiwsok’s Musical Abt.—(1)

_

.

Ci. The peculiar arpeggio in the right hand, consisting of only
notes struck together, has its advantages over the usual evenly rolled a
something like solidity of effect.
H. This measure, with its change of modulation, serves to intr
of the piece: A flat.—The ritardnndo, as indicated, makes the entrance
I. Play the Bass in a sustained manner, with firmness, express
light and animated.
- floi.DHrOK'8 MtIHtCAI. AMT.— (!0

1.—Although full and brilliant in effect, this arrangement is not d
2.—Avoid fast playing in rendering the melody Linger expressively u
even the shorter notes, 8ths or 16ths should not be fast. 3.—Take the
discordant mixing of harmonies. A. The I6ths are quite slow and
Instructor.
Goldbhck’s Musical Art.—{160}

Copyright b

books. What more could be
piece will have impressed itself more and more upon her
The retail price will be $1.5
consciousness.
W. S. B. M.
before October 1st will be f
that cash accompanies the
Will you kindly let me know, through The Etude,
liberal. A 300-page book, bea
first, the name of the best cabinet organ instruction
five cents. Sena in your order
book; and, second, the best collection of church music
it. We will gladly sendrdesc
(voluntaries, etc.) for the cabinet organ?
A. C.
quested to do so.
1. There has just been published a new cabinet organ
Mason’s Two-finger Exerci
1st,
in time for Fall teaching.
instructor, by Fred Archer, which is the best we have
to be closely studied before f
seen.
from it. Most of the work c
2. Try Samuel Jackson’s “ Gems for the Organ.”
giving a full exposition of Tou
The exercises are condensed
Will you kindly answer the following questions through
tain material for every form o
The Etude?
compass of two fingers. W
1. How far advanced should a student of the piano
marking work in piano teac
forte and composition be before he goes abroad to com¬
studied by every progressive
plete his musical study ?
to procure the work at a low p
• 2. Which do you consider the better place, Berlin or
five cents will purchase the w
Leipsic, if one wishes to enter a. Royal Conservatory of
tion, if cash is sent with orde
Music?
$1.00. See advertisement else
3. Who is the director of the Royal Conservatory at
The time is soon at hand fo
Berlin, and who at Leipsic?
4. Must one stay ..a certain length-of time, or is the their next year’s work. While
course arranged according to the ability of the student ticating we have been actively
when he enters; I mean when one wishes to be a gradu We have ordered the best of
and added to our stock all th
. ateT
L. R. De V
We will be prepared to fill o
1. There is no rule upon this head. I .would say than ever.-We will make mo
however, that unless the student is perfectly familiar Augener, Litolff, Steingrabe.r
are convinced that in these e
with German,'in the sense of speaking it with fluency
reliable edition of classical w
and correctness, he had better take all the earlier part satisfaction to the pupil. A
of his instruction at home, in his native tongue. English ought to be purchased in this
terminology has suffered very much through so many of for one of Chopin’s Waltzes w
of them, fourteen, for 50 cent
its most competent professors having taken their educa
We have gotten up a new o
tion through the medium of" the German, and their con
interest our readers. If you a
tinuing to do all their higher musical thought in that of music dealer this coming
connection and send for term
language.
The second volume of Piano
.2. Berlin Is the better place to hear- opera; Leipsic is
less expensive. Probably there is no great difference in willjbe ready in September. T
by some important changes in
the real value of the opportunities for musical education
to have maae. The author ha
in the two places. The popular impression that there ii place >f
■ s*
- .i";i m
improved
W< now < n
is only one musical conservatory in Berlin is wide of the c
superioi
the 5i st The
, . mark,
study with one for expressio
8. The Royal High School of Music is now under bo i
The
s ro m for ju
the lead of Joachim. There are several other conserve
>f pi b teaching
5-k
p
tones, large and flourishing, chief ampng them being that ar<' mi i a'1 i s well i • m chju

Is he not taught self-control and the curbing of natural impulse from the outset in da
his technical and musical training ?
so
Is he not then led to find his pleasure in work, all mere sense-gratification being
subordinated to a desire to do something artistically meritorious ?
ei
Is he not next led to the sacrifice of self at the altar of the ideal, and thus brought ar
into coinmunion with the spirit of the great art of all periods?
0f
And finally, does he not by these stages reach the plane where he walks no longer ru
by artistic faith, but instead by direct artistic insight, so that now it is no longer self,
but Art, which through his work addresses his fellow-mortals?
tiv
This outline of the kinds of training-muscular, sensuous, intellectual and moral- nr
or
demanded of the musiciaii in our day, opens a pretty broad field for teaching reforms. to
- The practical question now follows: What is the individual teacher to do in the th
premises?
po
The first thing, in our opinion, for him to do, is to rise on the floor of this house an
1/4 nnk if llin M rtnm ' I 'rt n rtVi nnn* MniiAnnl
A nnnn,n4i/\M in vnnlln in n n i-.mil/in
Jmnnnn
and
ask if the Music Teachers’ National Association
is really in a position to discuss
w
teaching reforms at all.
B
The old recipe had it, that to cook a hare properly you must first catch your hare.
co
How can that be re-formed which has never yet taken any sort of form ? And how .p
is this Association to effect reforms before it has set in operation some authorized form
a
of instruction ?
'
la
What has the Association ever done towards formulating any detailed plan of a
methodic system of instruction for use throughout the United States ?
a
XT-t
__a__a
La-1
J
11
a
a I_1
iL.
-a
*
i._a!_1
^Notjo speak at present of school and college text-books, the system of international tQ
Sunday-school lessons affords an example of a vastJuxly of .material methodically p
dmded and annotated in detail, with citation*from all possible sources, and thus pro- le
vidmg for the instruction of millions^ of children all on the same lines, with the same d
thoroughness, and at the same rate of progress.
Is it not the highest duty of a National Association of Teachers, such as ours, to
similarly gather together, and methodically group and classify what facte should be
learned, what exercises and pieces should be played, and what books should be read,
in order in due season to cover the entire field of music, or, at all events, as large a
portion of it as talent and opportunity permit ?
Really, it would seem that it is the corporate action of the Music Teachers’ National
_•
ZDa.a_j. ...» - ..i
.
■
Association which 'stands most in heed of reform.

a
N

s
t
t

l

Ye have thus far met from year to year largely to hear each other’s ideas, but not M
to take action on those ideas f and *e have then returned to our respective homes to
Af
A
1_L
J
J
*1.1
_* _ X _ xl.
X
•
forget most of what we have heard, and quietly appropriate the rest as our own pri¬
vate property.
o
% 8|dent>
Providence had not provided for an adequate supply of per- ^
Ylo I lHinaunnromno a nn avaMinno in nnv wonlro rionhana tha Mnoio ToqoIioikiI XTntionnl
sonal
idiosyncracies and aversions in our ranks, perhaps the Music Teachers’ National
n
u
* Bead before the Music Teachers’ National Association at Philadelphia, Pa.
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Grand premium.

AN UPRIGHT PIANO.
>nd a
The publisher will send
a new
new upright
upright piano
piano
r
sending
the
largest
dumber of
to the party se
etween December 15th, 1888, and
subscribers betw
jgg
\
v
June 15th, 1889.
1. Names of those who desire to try for this
premium must be recorded, and mention made
each time subscriptions are-sent in, so that proper
credit can be given.
2. The regular premiums will, also, be given to'
those competing for the Grand premium. The
Grand premium is considered ah extra premium
for the one sending in the largest number of
subscribers^
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is in sheet
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THE TWO-FIN
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POSITIONS AND METH
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and five pages contain the Ex
explanations are singularly
taken the greatest possible p
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up exercises so novel and bo
of practice as these.
In the opinion of many of th
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W-e have also arranged fo

Mason’s School of Octaves, i
wrist, elbow and upper arm.
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of its value, nor of the extrem
it by such practical teachers
his assistant, Mr. Hugh K
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Previous to publication, Se
be sold for Twenty-fire Ce
accompany the order. Not
be sent to one address at this

A, SILENT

From, JMCoritz Mosenthal.

FOR TEACH

ALL PRA

Used and Recommended by the
TEACHERS in

To Mb. Virgil.
Dear Sir—I recently had occasion to see and examine one
of yonr Practice Claviers at the residence of Mr. Alexander
Lambert, and I desire io express to you my full appreciation
of the excellence of your invention. Notwithstanding the
•well known aphorism of Robt. Schumann, that “One cannot
learn to speak from the dumb,” J am convinced that many
technical difficulties may be conquered upon your instrument more quickly and accurately than in the ordinary
■way: and witn the utmost regard for the ears of sensitive
neighbors._
In my own practice, I make special use of the silent key¬
board—yours is this and much more.

FOR EVERY TEACHER, PUPIL, P

INEXPENSIVE, POR

The Virgil Pract
New York, January 13th, 1889.
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FOURTH EDITION.

to develope the weaker
touch, to create an indep
custom fingers and hands
tion in all major and mi
mind as well as the fingers

PRICE, 75 CENTS.

A collection offac simile reproductions of the most fesaoua themes
of the great composers, exactly as originally written. A rare and
valuable collection of exceptional interest to all musicians, not only
on account of the fact that we are able to see just how the great
masters began the actual work on their most celebrated compositions,
but because of the deep personal interest contributed fay the auto¬
graphic reproduction. Tne following partial list" of contents shows
the worth of the book : “ I know that my Redeemer liv ath,” Handel:
8onata, Op. 26, Beethoven; Song, Mozart; Prelude, “Av@ Maria,”
J. Sebastian Bach; “Erl King,” Frans Schubert; “Song without
Words,” Mendelssohn; “ Overture toTanhauser,” Wagner.

Myioe to Young Stu

By ALBE

PRIC

Some good advice for ev

Address,

THEO PRESSER,

WHAT SHAL

1704 Chestnut Street,
PHILADELPHIA.

By CARL

PRICE

MUSICAL GAME.

Letters from a renowned m

ALLEGRANDO,

nkture+of

By Db. HUG

Instruction and Pleasure Combined.

(Seeend Edition.)

A SPLENIC GAME FOR EVERY HOME.

-■

An exposition of some m

/

This game consists, of cardamon which the different notes and rests
are printed, one on,every card. Afler a nunjber are distributed imong
the players. She cards are played iu succession and added together as
they are played until the value of a whole note is reached, when it
counts one.for the person who played the last card and completed the
whole note: This gives a general idea only. Full directions, with
rnles for a number of different games, tables showing the notes, rests,
keys, Ac., accompany the game.
•’V
Those learning to play the Piano, Organ, Violin, or anyVotfaer instru¬
ment; those who sing; those who wish to read music faster; in fact, all
who are interested in music, need this charming game.
It teaches the value of notes and rests.
The names of the notes.
The various key* in which mnsic is written.
The different kinds of time.
.Practice in musical fractions.
The easiest way to learn to read music..
_
You learn, while playing an interesting game.
It is readily learned, even by children.
Time devoted to jplayihg this game is not waited, as In most games.
A splendid game for evening parties.
A new departure—entirely unlike any other game.
Parents can teach their children the rudiments of music, even if not
musicians themselves.
Interesting to old and young, beginners and advanced alike.
Those intending to study must will find it to their advantage to play
this game a while before beginning lessons .

PRIOE, 60 CENT8.
Address Publisher,

METHOD
By G A.

Among the many topics
are “OB agobd louch,” “ R
in playing/’ etc., etc.! - .'Pri

MUS1C T

By E. M
PHce9

-

The book contains eve
of Music Teachers; Inde
' for each pnpil; Cash Acc
Address publisher,

THEO. PRE88EII,
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

THEO

and Illustrative Compositions.
Throughout the work are introduced Duets for Teacher
and Pupil, illustrating certain'exercises in an interesting
manner.
Price, $1.60. Liberal discount to the profession and trade.

VILLAGE MUSICI
ZUR LAUTE..
Price, in Boards,
Price, in Cloth,

-

HIE
.

HENRY fi MILLER

PIA N O S

'....

“ Classi

FOR PIANO AND VIOLIN
(With extra Violi

HENRY F. MILLER & SONS’
PIANO .COMPANY,
BOSTON.

PHILADELPHIA.

Contains

composition

absolutely unequaled me
acceptable for concert
pastime.

The separate

formers of the discomf

Issued in the same care
Classics.”
Manufactory, Wakefield, Mass.

•, j

bsta^lis:

IST-©.

ER’S VOICE
A Monthly Journal Devoted to the Human Voice jn all its Phases .
A Practical Guide for the Restoring:, the Culti¬
vating: and the -Preserving: of the Voice.
ZVEB7 8Z37QZB AED XYX87 TZACHZ8 07 SD’SIS-3 8B0VLS HA7Z IT
Werner’s Voice for 1880 will be Better and Brighter
more-Complete and more Practical, Larger in Size and
Larger in Circulation, with Increased Capital and
Enlarged Scope, and with Greater Attention to Analy¬
sis ana. Criticism.

$1.50 A YEAR; 15 CTS. A NUMBER.
Mention The Enron, and Send for Full Prospectus and Sample Copy
Addrearthe Editor and Proprietor,

CON
ANDANTE AND MAR
ANGEL’S SERENAD
AVE MARI
CONFIDENCE
GIFSEY DANCE....,
INTERMEZZO....fi.....
MEDITATI
MENUETT
MENUETTO...........
MENUETTO...........
NIGHT SONG..
NOCTURNE.....^
PA VANE, LA...... „v
PIZZIC ATI (Sylvia). .
PSIERE, LA....fftl....
REVERIE,..........i.... .
ROMANCE..ROMAN
ROMANZ
SERENAD
SERENADE..........
SERENADE..
SERENATA.
SPRING’S AWAKEN
TRAUMBRIE;

Price, in Boards, Inclu

“ Cloth,

35DQA Ri S>
No. 148 UNIVERSITY PLACE, NEW YORK.

FOB SALE AT

899.
900.

Tapper, Thomas, Jr. The North
Wind and the Pine. Grade IV.

26

Tapper, Thomas, Jr. As the Poet
Sits by the Fireside. Grade IV...

26

901.

Tapper, Thomas, Jr.
light.

Grade IV....

Tapper, Thomas, Jr.

902.

In the Twi¬
Gavotte.

Grade IY..’...
The set of pieces to called “From My Sketch Book.”
They are highly characteristic—Mr Tapper to strik¬
ingly original in aii his work, and in this set he has
put forth hto best effort. Those who desire music by
American compossrs_will find these pieces good rep¬
resentatives. Many are giving concerts made up
solely of. music by American writers. This is com¬
mendable. Nothing will do more to enconrage native
talent than this. All the pieces of this ana the fol¬
lowing set are excellent for public performance.

Clark, Helen A.

908.

Certainty.

Clark, Helen A.
Clark, Helen A.
Clark, Helen, A.

25
Unrest.
15
Out Seeking.

17

D ACTYL

FOB PIANO STU

A new invention'of great practical value a
Player.

25

Grade IV.

907.

A work of the greatest importan
25 mony and the pianoforte. There
this kind in our language, and we
25 occupy a distinguished place in o
education. It takes the pupil over
harmony. All the rules are covere
moBt varied kind, to be played at t
good preparation for the art of com
sation, calculated to incite the stu
duetien. The work will help gre
young musician’s difficult task re
study of harmony;
THEO. PRE

Idleness.

Grade IV.....

906;

Prioe 76 Cents in Paper; si

80

Grade III.....

905.

BY
BK. P. Xj. BITT

Publish

Grade IV.

904.

DESIGNED FOR THE USE OF

Clark, HaIen_A^Joyous Hope.
80

Grade IV..........

GlarkrHelen A.-- Complete..

908.

90

This set forms what is called “Ideal Pictures,” ,-t
(Musterbilder). A set or suite of exquisite tone pic- \
tares in the Schumanntype, and.well worthy of the
attention of all lovers of refined art.

909. Bach, J. S. Gavotte and Bourse
in G. Grade /v30v^..,....
•

910.

ictlve little pieces.
Two attractive and instruct
edited by Franc Kullak.
,\

25

Well

Bachman,^G. - Les Sylphea’ ‘
Valse.

Grade III....,...

60

This piece has. grown immensely popular, princi¬
pally on account of the easy, graceful movement. It
has no “catchy’.’ places;-rana will give pleasure to
those not highly developed in mnsic.

911.

Godard, B.

Op. 83.

Aii Matin.

Grade V...4.......
, .
..

To
To
To
To
To

Godard has become deservedly fashionable with
pianists. He is a strong writer in all styles of composition. Although a violinist his reputation to based
on his piano compositions and songs. Au Matin is
. perhaps one of his best efforts..
;

50

strengthen the fingers.
improve the touch.
ensure, flexibility and ra
give correct position of
save time ana a vast am
PmbE $3.60,

Unqualified endorsement of leading artist
are 8. B. Mills, Dr. Louis Maas, Madams
bbck, Oarltlx Pstbrsilea, etc., etc.
Send for circular giving detailed informa
Address THEO

lesson, and blank receipts to be filled out at
Convenient iu form and an incentive to the p
“ I like the card; think it is entirely prac
Chicago, Jan. 11, ’89.

CLASSICAL PIANOFORTE MUSIC
BY AMERICAS' COMP0SEBS.

Price, 50 cents for a Package
Mme. Saint'- Amarantbe,
)
* 7r
flavotte de Coueej-fc®. Op. 42, J
Sternberg, 9 .75
Serenade. Op. 18, No. 1.Arthur Foote...- .75
Swing1 Song...F. L. Lynet....50
Tarantelle (4 hands). Op. 21.Edmund S. Mattoon... 1.50
la Sonpir (The Sigh). Morceau Poetique,
Edmund S. Mattoon...
.75
First Maznrka.Chat. E. Pratt.50
Gavotte ...»....... W. L. Elummtchein,
.35
Witchery. Valse Brilliante...B. E. Menninget..75
Concert Polonaise. Op. 37.Wilton G. Smith..75
In presenting this series of pianoforte pieces to the public, the
publishers have had in mind two important points
First,—An appreciation of the fact that we have American authors
whose works are of a standard merit and educational value, and
fully worthy of being presented to the musical public in as attractive
a form as possible.
Skoghd.—A belief that both professional and amateur musicians
will lend us their support in our efforts in behalf of native talent.

FOR SALK BY.

The Root & Sen's M

CHICAGO, ILL...

And THEO. PRESSER, 1704 C
PHILADELPHIA,

Portraits of Great M

SIZE, 22 x 28 INCH

Price $1.00.
“

Postage and Tu

$5.00, with Frame, Anti

GET THE BEST.

The following are now ready:—

KARL MERZ’S PIANO METHOD.
By KARL MERZ.
Simple, Progressive and Practical, yet Thorough
"and Complete.
No piano method ever, published has so quickly come into use as"
Merit New Piano Method, T_hc best teachers throughout the country
unite in pronouncing it far superior to »ny work of the kind yet
written._
.
t ' '

TWO EDITIONS ARE PUBLISHED,
One with American and One. with Foreign Fingering.
Price $3.00, by Hall,'postpaid.

\

HENNIHCES’ PRACTICAL GUIDE
___
•
^ -

TEACHERS AND STUDENTS
rcs of
OF THE PIANOFORTE.
A thorough course of the dssentiais
ntlals in fingering technics will be
found indicated; in fact,it is a complete Intimation Book, with many
valuable hints and explanations, as only a teacher of ripe experience
can give.
A BOON TO TEACHERS AND STUDENTS.

Price, bound in Cloth, 75 cents.

BEETHOVEN,

MEND

MOZART,

WAGN

OTH1B8 TO FOLL

The elegant portraits have given th
tion whenever introduced. The for
was $4.50 each, without frame.
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DRAMATIC CANTATA, I
—by—

ALBERT

W.

BO

PBI€E §1.00.

S. BRAINARD’S SONS CO.,
.145 & 147 Wabph Avenue,CHICAGO, ILL.

“ The Operetta is as bright musica
literary construction.”—Liverpool R
London, Novello & Co.
Philadelphia,

